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THE ORIGINS OF CAPITALIST
RESTORATION AND THE RISE
OF N.S. KHRUSHCHEV

It is important to realize that the transformation
of the Soviet Union from a socialist country into
a capitalist one did not come about spontaneously thrOugh gradual degeneration. The
restoration of qapitalism was the product of an

acute class struggle passing through several different stages.
The first stage in lhe actual process of
capitalist restoration Was the period of inner Par,ty struggle under the proletarian dictatorship,
which ended with the death of Stalin in 1953.
During these years the working class was firmly
in power and proletarian policies were being
followed in most areas. However, class struggle
did continue and during this period a,number of
bourgeois elements came forward to engage in
struggle with the proletariat.
From the beginning socialigm in the Soviet
Union developed under the most difficult conditions. The first country in history to begin building a workers' society, the USSR was in several
.respects ill-prepared for this colossal task. The
Soviet workers inherited from the tsars, landlords
and capitalists a backward economy which had
taken few steps along the path of industrialization. This backward;ress was f urther compounded by the havoc of World War I and three
years of bloody Civil War qnd . imperialist. intervention. Though more concentrated in largescale industry and the first irvorking class to overthrow capitalism and establish the dictatorship of
the proletariat, the Soviet workers were still few
in number, being less than 10"h ot the total
population. The peasantry, revolutionary in spirit,
was also economically and culturally very
backward. ln addition, as we noted before, the
Soviet Union was iorced to develop socialism
surrounded on all sides by enemies.
Faced with a harsh situation, the Soviet
workers resolved to build up and industrialize the
country on a socialist basis as rapidly as possible, even though they knew this would entail
many sacrifices. But as we saw in our encounter
with the renegade "expert:', dedication and enthusiasm were not enough. Because under the
old society workers were denied even the most
basic education (most were illiterate in 1917),
technical and managerial experts were essential
to solve the problems at hand, and these people,
of course, had to be recruited at first from the

ranks of the old exploiting cl-asses. Many of these
people were, like our renegade, openly hostile to
the revolution, and, as we have noted, they
formed one rnajor component of the social basis

for capitalist restoration.
It was necessary to win them over but at the
same time keep them under strict pOlitical control. A two-edged policy was adopted, begun under Lenin and developed by Stalin. -experts
On the one hand, bourgeois
were
"bribed" with high salaries and better'livihg condi'tions when they had to be relied upon to assume positions of managerial and technical
authority. This meant that represe_ ntatives of the

old

society were given broad authority in

performing_ day to dAy administrative and
technical tdsks. Bourgeois managers were even
given the. right to punisn recalcitrant workers in
{he course of maintaining labor discipline. Thus,
to a certain extent, the old exBloiting classes
were in a position to sabotage socialist construction from within, and to continue to lord it over
the workers.
On the other hand, the managers anditechni.
cians were kept well separated from the levers of
political aufhority. This meant primadly that the
Comrnunist Party remained a party of the working class. At all levels, frdm. the central government down to the individual factory; the experts
in charge were superyised by Party militants who
coutd and did mobilize the workers to expose
corruption and sabotage.
, Even more importantly, the central planning
apparatus and all other . agencies of central
political authority were firmly controlled by the
Party, which set economic and political goals
with the long-term interests, of the masses at
heart. Since responsibility for implementating the
Plan was in the hands of bourgeois experts, the
central planning authorities were careful to set
production goals precisely and in great detail.
Thus, while the workers had to accept the administrative and technical authority of the experts, the-experts themselves wers forced to submit to the collective will of the workers as expressed from above by the Plan and enlorced
irom below by millions of Party members and
woikers.
mi{itant
' ihG 'sviiem
represented a necessary ctimpromise. lt did not and coutd not result in a final
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defeat for the bourgeoisie. As Stalin continually
stressed, "The bourgeoisie was still far from be-

ing crushed." lts goal was still to attack and

destroy the Communist Party both from without
and from within.
From outside the Party, bourgeois experts and
managers made several attempts to sabotage and
wreck socialist construction.
Among the most
-was
celebrated of these
the series of events
known as the Shakhty Affair. This occurred in
1928 in the Shakhty Qistrict of the Donetz Coal
B4sin. The Shakhty saboteurS "deliberately mis- '
managed the mines in order to reduce the output
of coal, spoiled machinery .and ventilation apparatus, caused roof-falls and explosrons, and Set
fire to pits, plants and power-stations."
Mindless of the workers' safety and working
conditions, these wreckers deliberately ignored
labor protection laws. After their exposure, Stalin
summed up the affair as an indication of the "intensification of the class'struggle." He noted that
"bourgeois wrecking is undoubtedly an indication of the fact that the capitalist elements have
by no means laid down their arms . . . " : He
added that communists could not fully defeat
such activity "unless we develop criticism and
self-criticism to the utmost, unless we place the
work of our organizations under the control of
the masses,"'
But such wreckers,were in fact not the main
danger at the time. Closely allied to them were
the opposition factions which emerged in the
Party, as Soviet communists engaged in debate
and struggle over their f uture course. The
boqrgeois forces pinned their hopes on these
factions and encouraged them in their efforts to
divide and demoralize the Party.
The main question to be debided by the Party
at this time was whether to go forward and build
socialism in alliance with the peasantry or to
stand still and be overcome by the spontaneous.
forces of capitalism. The Trotskyites argued that
it was impossible to build socialism in a country
where the majority of the population were
peasants. They argued that the Soviet state must
engage in "primitive socialist accumulation'r,
with industrialization taking place at the
expense
of the peasantry. This . "left" line - was really,
rightist in essence because it destroyed the alliance between the proletariat and the poor
peasants which Lenin had declared to be the
basis of proletarian power in the Soviet Union. ln
preaching "the idea that 'unresolvable conflicts'
between the working class and the peasantry
were inevitable", the Trotskyites really "pinned
their hopes on the 'cultured leaseholders' in the
countryside, in other words, on the kulaks."
The Bukharinites, on the'other hand, expressed
such hopes openly. Also laiking faith in the ability of the Soviet working class to build a socialist
society, Bukharin, a leadinq Party member, advocaled a policy of capitulation to the spon-.
taneous development of rural capitalism. He opposed collectivization of agricultqre and instead
caUed upon a few ku laks to "Get Rich !"
r

'fhe

essence of Bukharin's theory was to deny
the class struggle under socialism. He presumed
that under the dictatorship of the. proletariat,
class struggle would gradually subside and that
then the kulaks might peacefully "grow into
socialism." As Stalin was' quick to point out,
however, this ignores the undeniable fact that
"the dictatorship ol the proletariat rs the sharpest
form of class struggle."'Or, as Lenin qxplained:

"The abolition of classes requrres a long, difficutt
and stubborn classstruggle, which aller the overthiow of the power of c-apitat, atler the destruction
of. th'e bourgeois sfafe, after the establlshment ot
the dictatorship of the proletariat, does not disappear (as the vulgar representatives of the old
Socialism and the old Social Democracy imagine),
but merely changes its forms and in many respects
becomes more fierce."n
The Trotskyites, Bukharinites and other traitors
and wreckers met With defeat. The masses of
militant workers and Party cadres united overwhelmingly behind the proletarian line of Stalin

and the Party's Central Committee. The purges of
the 30s, despite weaknesses, and excesses,
marked an even greater victory for the proletarian line. By 1939 it had become crystal clear
that all openly disruptive and factional activity
could and would not be tolerated. (For more information on this impbrtant period, we recommend the History of the Communist Party of the
Sovlet. Union lShort Course); 'published in 1939

and also Stalin's writings of the 20s and 30s
especially his "The Right Deviation in tht
cPSU(B)."

But the bourgeois forces were bound to reemerge in new garb. The Party leadership knew
that the policy of buying off bourgeois experts
could only be a temporary' solution. lt was
necessary to further revolutionize the relations of
production. So the Soviet Union began to train
its own experts and managers recruited from the
ranks of the workers and peasants, By the
mid-30s, a new. technical and administrative
stratum had emerged, a group with greater loyalty to the revolution. But these new managers,
technicians, offlcers and intellectuals were
trained by the very bourgeois experts they
replaced, picking up not only their expertise, but
often their world view as well. And even more importantly, as we noted before, these new experts
continued to occupy a class position which was,
in a strict sense, petty bourgeois.
Thus, despite the class origin of the new experts and the fact that most were sincerely working to build socialism, there was a tendency for
them to become isolated from the masses. Many
began to expect the privileges of their former
teachers, and often they tended to approach
their work in pretty much the same way, in an individual rather than a icollective fashion. They
sought guidance and criticisnn mainly from those
above them and put tgchnical considerations
ahead of politics.
./
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The emergence of this new group ,coincided
with the renewed threat of imperialist attack in
the middle and'late 30s. This threat created a
need for the broadest unity of all claSses, meaning that the non-proletarian strata, including the
managers and experts, had to be brought into a
broad national patriotic front. To achieve this it:"
was not enough just to declare such a front, but
for the Party itself to cement this uhity, concretely giving real day to day political leadership to all
the patriotic classes.
Just as in China during the new democratic
phase of the revolution, when many individuals
f rom the non-proletarian strata entered the
Chinese Commun[st Party, oftdn carrying with
them certain elements of their class prejudices,
se, too, the CPSU had to further gpen membership to people f rom' the non-proletarian
groups in order to continue leading the struggle.
As early as '1 936, when recruitment was resumed
after, several, years' suspension, and especially
after 1938, when the danger of war increased,
large numbers of technical specialists and other
intellectualp were welcomed as comrades.*
Most of these new members were experts of
' working class origin, and the new policy was ,no
doubt essential in building the kind of national

unity needed ta defeat the Nazr
Nevertheless, the policy
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Stalin had, in fact, warned against this teriden.
cy as early as 1937. Knowing that placing politics
in command is the fundamental principle of
Marxism-Leninism, S\alin criticized the fact that
so.me "Party comrades have been totally
absorbed in economic work . . . and simply gave
up paying attentibr] to such things as the int6rnational posit,ion of the Soviet Union, capitalist en-'
,circlement, strengthening of the political work of
the Party.. . ",r At ils 10th .Party Congress in.
1973, the Communist Party of China also,warned
against a similar situation arising in its Party
comrhittees, noting that such absorption in detail
leads inevitably to revisionism. Stalin noted that.
succeEses also' had their "seamy side." He
warned that

"the condition of successes-success affer success, achlevement after achievement, the overtuffillment of ptans after the overfullillment of plans-

gives rse to feelings ol carelessness and se/f-_
satisfactrbn, creates an atmosphere of showy
triumphs and nutual congratulations which kill the
sense of proporlion and dull political instin2t, take
the spring out ol people and impel them to rest on
their laurels.""

This, unfortunately, described the state of

invasion.

of keeping technical and
political authority separate hdd been seriously
compromised. lnevitably, the individualistic outlook and style of work of the non-proletarian
recruits penetrated the Party. Communists who
had always looked upon technicians, managers
and other petty bourgeois types with suspicion
now found themselves working side by side with
them in a common cause. lt is hardly surprising
that some lost sight of where unity ended and

many Party members and leaders in the post-WW

2 period.

/

,

At this time, the Party line was basically correct,

but in its application there were frequent{y'deviations from the proletarian stand and method.
Policies were increasingly implemented f rom
aboVe without mobilizing the initiative of the people. ln the factories, for example, the Party exercised less and less control over rnanaoement.
Some Party members argued that the Plan could ,
resolve any problems arising in socialist construction. Yet as'the reconomy developed, planning mechanisms were themselves becoming
more and more bureaucratic. Administrative
methods adopted by necessity had become a'
hindrance to effective economic development
and a roadblock to the,development of mass in;

struggle began.
ln fact, during the war period a new breed of
Party leader was created in some places-one
who in a businesslike and "practical'' style em' phasized the development of technique and ex. pertise, and who downplayed politics with a certain contempt for theoretical principles. Though
this did riot mark this group as a new bourgeois
center, such a mood was certainly one sign of

itiative.

The proletarian response to the problem of
bureaucracy was to revitalize the Party and

diff iculty.

This new attitude also stemmed from a general
complacency that developed among certain Party
cadres. The Soviet communists certainly had
much to be proud of, but after the war many
began to feel they could now rest a bit on past
laurels. Some believed they deserved some
special consideration and praise as a reward for
services rendered to the revolution. They began
to grow away from the masses and to lose faith
in the ability of the workers to remold society.
.While no statistics were released for the Party as a -whole,
recruitment figures for two of the republics, published at the
18th Congress in 1939, show that new members from the "intelligentsia" and 'office worker" categories formed 42.8-44.5
70 as compared with 1.7o/o pil cent in 1929. Between-1939
and 19411 available figures indicate that approximalely 7Ok ol
all aecruits came from the technical and managerial strata. ;

.

mobilize

the workers, involving the masses
in the planning
But the answer of the managers and

themselves as much as possible

process.
technicians who provided a social base for thoqe

high Party officials increasingly influenced by
bourgeois .ideology was'altogether different.
These forces demanded a more "self-regulating'1
and "rational" economy, an economy governed
by the capitalist law of value and not by the colr

i

Nikolai Voznesensky, Chairman of the State
Planning Commission and member of the Paity
Politbureau, was the most forthright and bold erponent of this view. 10 Although the Soviet
economy was still to some degree governed by
market demands and the law of value, much progress had been made in consciously organizing

'
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,production in the interest of the working'class.
'Certain
products such as consumer necessities
and basic industrial machinery were sold at
prices far below their cost of production. Other
gdOds, Such as vodka or luxury items, were sold
way above their, cost in or.ber to finance such
"subsidies." Voznesensky, howpver, believed that
the plannin! machinery and sirict political cbntrol necessary to implement such policies would
inevitably be bureaucratrc and wasteful. This was
b-ecause he had no faith in the ability of the
working glass to take control of produciion and
regulate it themselves.
\
'Voznesensky
argued for a policy of ':value
balances", where .the distribution. and produ.ction

of

goods would' be determined in a more
"natural" way. ln his .view, prices should reflect
the costs of production so that the law of value
might then f reely regulate production. Were
goods, including heavy machinery and other
means. of production, to be priced according to
therr cost, Voznesensky argued, central politicaladmiffistrative control would no longer be so
hurdensome, thus supposedly etimiiating the
basis forr 'bureaucracy. Enterprises could be
guided from above by purely economic levers.
This "argument prefig0red by a generation
Kosygin's 1965 capita'list' economic "ieform." lt
also indicates that the new revisionists shared
with prwious renegades the-idea that the dictatorship of the proletariat can be divorced from
the conscious class struggle and that socralism
can gradually grow into communism by the. action of spontaheous forces.
Voznesensky believed that socialism represents
only the most rational and orderly organization
of the economy through, planning. He did not
believe that planning had to be in the ipterests of
the workers and politically controlled by them.
When a rival economist put for:ward the view that
post-war capitalism might stabilize itself by

employing some ptanning .techniques,
Voznesensky criticized him for implying that

capitalism could peacefully transform itself into
socialism, completely ignoring the fact that pJanning by itself is no,t what differentiates the two
systems. Mqreover, by taking this seemingly
"left" position, Voznesensky tried to establish his
own reputation for "orthodoxy" so that some of
his revisionist propositions pertaining to the Soviet economy might be more readily accepted. tr
.Between 1947 and 1949, Voznesensky
managed to put some of his notions into prac-'
tice. His first move was a financial-reform which
included a sharp rise in the retail price of many
consumer necessities. This was followed by a reorganization of the central planning agencies

whiclr returned most quantitative planning (abcording to actual needs) to the local level, with
the central Gosplan retaining only the ability to
set quotas' in monetary value terms. Then in
1949, Voznesensky proposed that production of
producer goods (heavy machinery, etc,) be based
upon sale at their price of produ,ction (in other
words, at their "value"). '2

, .:

;

ln response to this, Stalin argubd that such amove would cripple Soviet economic development. Under capitalism the means of production
are themselves commodities to be bought and
sold by the capitalists. This means thlt tfreir
price is regulated by. the law of value. As a result,
only'thosa producer goods which are prgfitadle
to produce can be sold. Under socialism,
however, where the operation of the law of value
is restricted, producer goods can be priced,
below their value and produced "unprofitably"
but io the long-term benefit of the economy. As
Stalin pointed out several years later, it tne kind of
line advocated by Vozriesensky were correct,
"lt would be incomprehens-ible why a number of our
heavy industry plants which are still unprofitable and
where the labor of the worker does not yield the 'proper retums', are not closed down, and why new light
industly plants,'whictt would certainly be profitable
and where.the labor of the workers might yield 'big returns', are not opened.
"ff this were true, it would be incomprehensibte why

workers are not transferred from plants that are,/ess
profitabte, bd very necessary to our nltional
economy, to plants.which are more profitabte-in accordance with the law of value, which suppoedly regulates the 'proportions' of labor distributed amonQ
the branche$ of production." rt

Not only would Voznesensky's proposal have
crippled economic development, it would also
have been a giant step in the direction qf,
capitalist restoration. With the means of production priced at their "value", conscious regulation
and planning woud be increasingly difficult if not
impossible. The means of production would then
confront'the workers as something alien to be
bought and sold according to the needs of the
capital market. ln other words, the means of produ.ction would once again take on the character

"taliBlti|irt

same year, voznesensky's proposed
Five Year Plan provided for further measures
restoring autonomy to the individual enterprises
and weakening the central planning apparatus.
At this time, Stalin is reported to have said to
Voznesensky: "You are seeking to restore
capitalism in Russia."* 1,,
Voznesensky's ideas were not proposed in
isolation. He spoke for a substantial segment of
the economists, planners and managrerial personnel. One of his most devoted followers was
Miriister of Finance, Alexei Kosygin, today
Premier of the Soviet Union! ln fact,, it might
even be said that the revisionist clique which
took over the country in 1956 came from two
so,urces: Khrushchev's Ukrainian political ap-Voznesensky was soon
dismlssed from all his posts, arrested
and executed. Though we don't mourn his death as do the
social-imperialist leaders today, we recognize that a far moJg
effective way of handling him would have been to publicly expose the class nature of his /lne while at the same time initiat-

ing mass criticism and struggle against it.'
\

'fagetr
-cnieRy

paratus (represented,today
by Brezhnev,
who was Khrushchev'S underling in'ihe Dnieppr
valley) and Voznesensky's followers in the pla'nnipg and managerial realri. Today, the Leningrad
lnStitute for Finance and Economici has been renarned in honor of Voznesensky.
Stalih's dismissal of Voznesensky was also not
an isolated incident. The Soviet cor,nmunists were
not unaware that bourgeois tendencies had come
forward again during the war years. They knew
that when the working class is on the defensive
and in alliance with bourgeois forces, there is a
tendency for communists to make "right"rerrors,
just as in times of intense upsurge "left", adventuristic, tendencies may take root. Led by Statin,
they launChed a series of what might bs ternred
" rectif ication movements" to restore the
ideological.and political fiber of Jhe Party.
The war with Germany had left the ranks of the
Communist Partf severely weakened. Ovei three
and a half million of the most dedicated and self.
sacrificing Party memberS gave their livps in the
fight against fascism, and by'Jarruary 1946, only
one-third of the Party's full and candidate members had been in the CPSU before the invasion. r'
The majority of the new recruits represented the
most dedicated and selfless .fighters 'against
Nazisrn-it took courage to join the Paity in
those days, for the Germans took special pains
to single out captured communists for especially
brutal treatment. But sheer enthusiasm could not
make up for real deficiencies in Marxist-Leninist
education.
Thus, toward the end of the war it was decided

to

severely limit further recruitment, and erhphasis was placed'on the education and Bolitical
consolidation of existing membership. This was
formalized by an important Central Committee
decision in July 1946. According to Malenkov,
this decision "to sift admissiOns to the ranks
more carefully, to be more exacting regarding
the qualifications of applicants", was taken to
counteract th'e discrepancy "between the
numerica{ strength of the Party and the level of
political enlightenment of its members and candidates." 16
Thd new recruithent policy was coupled with
renewed "purges" of Party members in the state
q-nd administrative'apparatus, as well as by increased emphasis on ideological development.
The famous "Zhdanovshchina"-a policy of

strictly enforcing proletarian standards

in
titdrature and art, associated mainly with the Len-

ingrad Party leader-Andrei Zhdandv, Another less celebrated campaign centered

represented one aspect of this policy,

around improvement in the teaching of MarxistLenini5t political economy. This effort began as
early as 1943,-after the appearance of an important unsigned article on the subject in the
theoretical journdl, Pod Znamenem Marksizma
(lJnder the Banner of Marxism).r;Such efforts continued throughout the post-war period right up to
Stalin's death in'1953. During this period, the
Communist Party and Stalin were searching for

L:

the correct fslm through which ".the ritrugg{e
"against rev"isionism. coutd be mqst eftectiGlyi
:'
wagjed.
One .other campaign of this peribd which
shoulfl be mentioned was against "cos-

mopolitanism." This was directed toward combating the rnany bourgeois influences which had en. tered the Party and Soviet society from the West
during the war. While geneially aimed,at rernolding cadres and intellectuals, the campaigfi also
exhibiled an, unfortunate anti-Semitic .tendency.
We do not know the source of this and other eirors associated with the Campaign. As we nave
seen, this was a period of very complex struggte
conditioned by many factors which are even today only partly understood. Whether the campaign against "cosmopolitanisrTr" ptayed a productive role or not we cannot say. Nevertheless,
it did represent an effort by the Party-p-erhaps
distorted and sabotaged'by bpportunists at many
;levels-to f ight against' the inf lue.nce of
bourgeois ideology.
Stalin's most important move was to respond
directly to the brrors of the new revi-sionists. In
1952 his Economic Problems of Socialism in the
USSR, was published, devoted to a detailed re.
fu.tation of revisionism, specifically of thinking
simllar to Voznesensky's. ifris boolitr:epresents I
thorough summing up of the Soviet experience

on the economic f ront, and was at once a
powerful weapon in the struggle at hand and a
valuable theoretical contribution to f uture
generations

Today, the concrete experiences of capitalist
restoration in the Soviet Union and the development of class struggle under socialism, especially
in China, have enabled Marxist-Leninists led by the
Chinese and Albanian comrades to f urther develop
and enrich the analysis laid out in Stalin's work,
The main point that classes.and class struggle continue throurghout the whole period of socialism-and
the dictatorship of the proletariat-which is only
impf ied in Economic Problems of Sooialismin the;USSB has now been more thoroughly summed up
and can be recognized as the key to a true understanding of the dynamics of socialist society.
Economic problems consisted of several corn-

ments made by Stalin on the draft of a lew
political economy textbook which had b€en:rnan,
.dated by the Central Committee late in the war.
as part of the general campaign to heighten
political consciousness. ln his oomments, Stalin
argued that the law of value continues to operate
under soc.ialism but that its scope of application
is limited. He held that although a planngd
eConomy had to take the law of value and the
continued existence of commodity production into account, "the law of value cannotrunder our
system function as the regulator of productiorl.r' tr
Socialism, instead, should move toward the complete elimination of commodity production and
the eStablishment of products exchange bas-qd
solely on human needs and not fnonetary ex''

change.

'
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Although this presupposed a much more complete development of the productive forces, such
development was not the lonly factor involved.
Stalin emphasized that socialism must strive for
'lthe maximum satisfaction of the cohstanily
growing maierial and cultural needs of the entire
population" and not just "the rationa[ organization of the productive forces." t, The productive
forces ,can only be developed with the 'continuous developrnent, in a revglutionary directioh,
of the relations of ,production. By this Stalin
meant that in the Soviet Union, it was necessary
to progressively transform those sections of the
econo!'ny still malked by remnants of capitalist
forms. lt was nebessary to draw the coltective
farms ever closer to the state'with lhe goal of
changing these. into state property, to begin
eliminating .the differences, between town- and
country and to begin, particul'arly with producer
goods; the direct exchange of products indepen-

dent of the money economy. tt was

also,

to move in the direction of,
eliminating the distinction between mental and
necessary to continue

manual labor.
EconomiC Problems of Sociatism whs publighed
shortly before the 19th Party Congress in 1952,
and was used in a very extensive mass education
campaign.'This was the ideological basis for the

political struggle being planned. Statin had
become convinced that the bourgeois elements,

despite all the moves toward ideological rec.tification, were in positions of authority at all levels.
Some were relatively open and easy to deal with
like Voznesensky. But others Were rnore clever,
seeming to waver on various issues. These wefe
political operators of consummate skill-people
like Khrushchev. The difficulty Stalin confronted
in flushing out these elements can be seen in an
anecdote related by K,P.S. Menon, lndian Ambassador at the time, who visited Stalin on
February.lT, 1953,'shortly before stalin's death.
During their conversation, Menon reported, Stali'n
began to doodle on a pieie of paper, as was his
habit. Menon noticed that Stalin repeatedly madb
drawings of wolves. Then he began to talk about
wolves. Russian peasants, he said, knew how to
deal with wolves. They had to be exterminated.
But the wolves know ihis, said Stalin, and take
steps to avoid exterrninaiion. ro
To unmask the real wolves, it was nepessary to'
mobilize the masses in a great carhpaign' ,of
criticism and struggle. This, however, was not

done. Right before his death, Stalin was planning a

new "purge" campaig'n directed agaiist

the bourgeois elements. The wide circulation and
use of Economic Problems seems to indicate that
this movement would have had a mass character
to some degree. Nevertheless, .no movement did
qmerge, and during the eAtire post-war pdriod
the struggle basically,remained within the upper
reaches of the Party leadership. When Stalin died
in March 1953, the wolves were still loose.
We want to pause here and assess Stalin's role
in this whole struggle. Many people, ihcluding
many horiest anti-imperialists seriously studying

and attempting to master

.l

Marxism-Leninism, I
believe that Stalin should himself bear much of
the blarne for the revisionist takeover. After atl,
they argue, Stalin couldn't have been doing such
a good job if only three years after ,his death
many of his own associates went rotten and the
whole country was handed over to revisionism.
While agreeing that the Soviet Union has taken
the capitalist road, and acknowledging that the
events of 1956-1957 do mark a major turning
po.int in that process, such people still emphasize'
what, they sbe to be continuities between the
Stalin era and th6 new period of , patently
bourgeois rule.
Let- us make it clear'. We believe that the Stalin
questign and the q.uestion of Soviet revisionism
and social-imperialism are two different questions,
both of'which are important to the world comrnunist movement. We'recognize that the two are
inter-rdated and ,that a clear understanding of
Soviet revisionism, particularly with respect to its
origins and rise to power, also demands some
understanding of the Stalin question. But we do
not belreve that this inter-relationship is a strictly
determinate one: the Stalin era did not cause the
revisionisl takeover. Soviet social-imperialism
grgw from the soil of thp Stalin era, from the
partibular contradictions and struggles that exist'
under the dictatorship of the proletariat and assume the forms we have discussed during the
period of socialist construction under Stalin's
leadership. But many more things also took root
in this soil, some good, others not so. To understand where the healthy flowers of workerp'
power, industrialization, economic planning, cdllective agriculture, lost out to the weeds of revisionism and capitalism is the very difficutt task
at hand.
ln Bed Pdpers / we wrote:

'Sfa/rn

is the bridge

between Lenin and Mao
and organizationally. The
successes of the world proletarian and people's
mavements are a part of our history, and they are
ou,: successes, they are the successes of our
class. The mistakes and errors must also be ours.
We admit the mistakes of our class arid its
leaders, try to coirect them or, failing that, try to
avoid repeating ,them. But wq, will not disas,sociate ourselves from these errors in the opportunist manner of many boqrgeois intellectuals
and armchair'revolutionaries."' 2r
We still hold to this position.
Stalin did make a number of mistakes. No
leader of any class, any nation, any movement
can claim to not h,ave also done so. Many of
these mistakes were products of historical, conditions more powerful than.any one man; products
of the whole backwardness of Soviet-society, of
the brutal and menacing imperialist encirclement,
and of the savage Nazi invasion. These factors
forced upon all Soviet communists, and not just
Stalin; a brutal choice: move forward in, ways for
which the future will exact a heavy price or fail
theoretically, ^practicalty,

,

to

move forward at all. To their great credit, the
Soviet communists, workers, peasants and rerrolutionary intellectuals, and, at their head,
Stalin, never hesitated, never wavered in their

tion-s

Other mistakes were clearly avoidable and
stand in part as Stalin's personal responsibility.
The principal error f rom which all others
stemmed was Stalin's theoretical failure to recognize how class struggle continues under
socialism. ln 1939; during his report to the 18th
Cengress of the CPSU(B), Stalin made the following statement:
"The tOature that distingul'shes Sovle t society today
(rom any capitalist society is that it no longer contains antagonistic, hostile c/asses . .. Soviet society,
liberated from the yoke of exploitation, knows no.
such contradictions, is free ol c/ass conflicts, and
presents a picture of friendly collaboration between
workers, peasants and intellectuals." ?2

I

I

must then also exist in some (often) hidden

forqs. And from this; that an actual .capitalist
class complete with political agents rnside the

choice.

This was a serious error.l
Yet Stalin continued throughout this period to
argue against "the rotten theory that with every
advance we make the class struggle here of
necessity would die down more and more, aird
that in proportion as we achieve success the
class enemy would become more and more tractable." 2s ln opposition to . his .theory, Stalin
argued that the nearer to communism the
workers came, the more desperate would their
enemies be and resistance would in fact become
sharper. But Stalin did not clearly identify this resistance as part of a class struggJe between the
bourgeoisie and the proletariat. lnstead. h€
singled out "remnants of the broken classes" 2r
as the source of resistance. By themselves such
remnants could only make feeble attempts to
sabotage and wreck socialist-construction, as in
the Shakhty case. But "while,one end of the
class struggle has its operation within the
bounds of the USSR, its other stretches 1o the
bounds of the bourgeois states surrounding us.
The remnants of the broken classes cannot but
be aware of this." zs
Thus, Stalin pointed also to the continuation of
capitalist encirclement as another source'of resistance, singling out f,oreign agents, spies and
individual traitors as the key enemy. Such forces
did exist 'and, aided by ex-landlords and
capitalists, they did do considerable damage. But
these were not the main enemy and their identification as such tended to disarm the vigilance
of the workers and led many to leave
responsibility for the struggle with the security
organs, allegedly better equipped for such forms
of combat.
Though Stalin never in fact abandoned the
class struggle, his lack of clarity on the precise
nature of the enemy weakened the proletariat.
Further, though Stalin argued forcefully (and correctly) that the law of value continues to operate
under socialism, he did noldraw the correct conclusion from this-that capitalist production rela-
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Communist Party must also exist.
Linked to this was Stalin's tendency to place
too much weight on development.of the productive forces and not enough emphasis on revolutionizing the relations of production. Although
Stalin led the struggle against the opportunist
policies of revisionists like'Voznesensky, he still
tended to believe that the transformation of Soviet society would mainly occur through the rapid
development of production.
ln his classic work, Dialectical and Historical
Materialism, Stalin put forward the erroneous
thesis that in the Soviet Union, -"the relations of
.production fully eorrespond to the state of the
productive forces." zo This tended toward the
abandonment of conscious revolution and encouraged the masses to view the simple development of production as the answer.to all difficulties. The same line was put forward by Stalin
in Economic Problems of Sociatism, but here he
also cautioned that "it would be wrong to rest
easy at that and to think that therd are no contradictions between our productive forces and
the relations of production." This statement
would seem to indicate that Stalin did understand the problem but that he failed to fully
grasp the key role of class struggle here. Thus, in
1938 Stalin even argued that "the productive
forces are not only the most mobile and revolutionary element in production, but are also the
determining element of- production." 27 While it. is
true that society cannot .advance beyond the
.limits set by the development of the forces of
production, this development does not by itself
drag the relations of production forward. Class
struggle and conscious revolution are necessary
and fundamental. While Stalin reeognized that
this was.the case in all previous societies, he did
not fully grasp the extent to which this was true
under socialism as well.
Because of these errors Stalin failed, almost
from the beginning, to develop the means and
forms for the workers themselves to be increasingly involved in,initiating and working out the
planning process and not just fulfilling its tasks.
As we have already pointed out, the Soviet cornmunists were somewhat lax in struggling to overcorne the division of labor inherited from
capitalism. To a very great extent.this was pressed upon the Party by objective conditions.
Forced to -make concessions to the managers
and technicians for political reasons, the workers
were not so readily in a position to struggle over
economic control. Yet the system of "one-man
management", wheie administrative responsibility
for all economic units was placed in the hands of
single individuals, was surely a mistake. This kept
the wolkers in a passive position and tended to
depoliticize and demqbilize mass initiative.
Marxist-Leninists do not adrocrte any kind of
"workers' control" which is not based on the
prior, firm establishment of central proletarian
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political authority, that is, on the smaEhing of the
'bourgeois state and the egtablishment of the dictatorship of the pr:oletariat. And then revolution
in the relations of production at the factory level
must be the product of a lengthy period of conscious class struggle. However, we still recognize
that'for workers to be involved in the management and planning of their own factories within
the guidelines of a. central state plan, new forms
reflecting the rising socr"alist relations of production must be developed. The system of Revolutionary Committee's combining experts; rank and
file workers and party militants which was developed at a crucial stage of the Cultural Revblution in China, represented an advance in developing such forlns and reflected a summing up
of the "one-man management" experience.
Finally, Stalin did at times fail to recognize the
difference between a contradiction among the
people and a contradi,ction ,between the people
and the class enemy. Despite his theoretical, proposition that antagonistic classes no longer existed in the USSR, Stalin's strong class stand and
his long revolutionary expbrience taught him to
'smell a rat when it was there. But without the full
recognition that such rats come forward as part
of the continuing struggle of antagonistic classes
still existing within the Soviet Union, the correct
method of mass struggle,'conscious class struggle of the working people, could not be fully developed as the mdans for defeating the political
and ,ideological lines of the representatives of the
bourgeoisie.

And along with this developed the tendency to
treat an unconscious dupe as harshly as the
most responsible culprit. The method of "treating
the patient to cure the sickness| was often not
followed. As a result, people who could have
been won over were lost. To the degree that this

happened, it also had the effect of discouraging
people from being up front with their politics and
bold with their proposals out of fear that a singie
error' might have disastrous consequences.
Overall, however, these errors are i^, outweighed by Stalin's'many achievements and py
the concrete gains made by the Soviet workers
and people under his lead-in particular, the
building of socialism and strengthening of the
dictatorship of the proletariat through a very
complicated series of struggles inside and outside the Party, the step-by-step collectivization irf
agriculture, a monumental task carried out successfully with no historical precedent, the heroic
defeat of the Nazis and the many contributions to
the cause of world revolution.
We must distinguish between two kinds of
wrong policies. There are the policies of people
like Khrushchev and Brezhnev aimed at destroying socialism and restoring capitalism. And then
there are policies, such as Stalin's, which ?re r€
ally in the opposite camp-policies aimed not at
restoring capitalism but at defending proletarian
rule and building socialism, which nevertheless did
not carry out the class struggle as effectively as

possible. revisionisrn and capitalist restoration can
never be simply the product of one man's errors,
but rather of class struggle.

While Stalin's mistakes meant that the struggle

of the proletariat against the capitalist roaders
was not waged as successfully as it has been in

China, which has the advantage,of learning from
the Soviet experience, it must also. be strongly
stressed that at every stage, especially. in the
critical period of 1945-1953, it was Stalin himself

who led the fight against capitalist restoration.
That Stalin was unable to find the correct form
to mobilize the masses in struggle to defeat the
capitalist roaders is tragic but hardly-a basis for
his condemnatibn. ln summary, then, we believe
it is clear that Stalin played an overwhelmingly
positive role in the fight to advance the socialist
r-evolution and'against revisionism and capitalist
restoration in the Soviet Union.
With Stalinls death begins the second stage in
the restoration of capitalism in the Soviet Union,
the period of intense class struggle under so-

called "collective leadership." This period saw

the rise to undisputed leadership of Nikita S.
Khrushchev, the chief revisionist of them all.

Khrushchev had worked plmost exclusively as a
Party official and as sucf was most capable of
leading the capitalist coup. The son of a Ukrainian coal ,miner, he joined the Bolshevik Party in
1918, fought briefly in the Civil War and afterwards attended the "rabfak" (workers' college)
in Kiev. ln'1929 he was sent to Moscow to study
at the Promakademlya (lndustrial Academy) where
he became Party Secretary.
ln 1931 Khrushchev rose to district secretary,
and at the beginning of March 1935 hetwaS appointed First Secretary of the Moscow District
and City Party Committee. On January 30, 1937,
when the announcement of the verdict,in the trial
of the Trotskyites was made, Khrushchev, Who
was later to call Stalin a "20th Century lvan the
Terrible", told 200,000 people at a 'Red Square
rally that "These infamous nonentities wanted to
break up the unity of the Party and of Soviet
power . .. They raised their ,murderous hands
against Comrade Stalin . . . " He f inished with the
words: "Stalin---our hope, Stalin--our expectation, Stalin-the beacon of progressive mankind,
Stalir-our banner, Stalin-our will, Stalin-our
victory."z8 ln January 1938, Khrushchev became
First Secretary of the Ukrainian Party and at the
18th Congress he became a full member of the
Politbureau.
ln the Ukraine, Khrushchev developed into
something of an agricultural "expert." Before the
war he had already revealed a "pragmatic" and
empirical outlook with'the successful promotion
of measures aimed at raising material incentives
and personal responsibility for collective labor,
recruiting more experts into the central
agricultural agencies, and granting some independence to farm technicians.2'
, . After the war agriculture emerged as a real
prbblem area ih the economy. This was due to
several factors. First was.the very primitive
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agricultural economy inherited f rom tsardom.
SeCond was the tremendous destruction of farm
capital $oods (buildings, plows, tractors, horses,
etc.) during, first, WW I, revolution and civil war,
then kulak resistance to collectivization, and
finally by Nazi invasion. A third reason was inadequate investmept in agriculture (12-14/" ol
total investment) due to demand for military
h'ardware and industrial producer goods. Even
so, tractor power (in terms of horsepower) grew
by about 36"/o. between 1940 and 1950, a per:iod
which, of course, includeS the invasion years. 30
Yet it was still clear that agricultural producrtibn'hhd to start catchihg up. Two li.nes on how
to db this emerged. One, the proletarian line of
Statin, called for an increased emphasis on'collective .labor, political agitation and education,
and, where possible, a transition from collective
to more advanced state farms. The other line
chlled for greater material incentives coupled
with increased emphasis on the development of
private holdings and enhanced autonomy and
payment for on-the-spot technicians' to encourage the employment of bourgeors experts
who could "better explain" to the peasants how
to do what they had been doing for genera-

par excellence.
he was relatively free of narrow sectional in-,
terests. ln short, he was the right man in the
right place 'the
at the right time. ,With lightning
rapidity, all
various bourgeois "and many
wavering forces fell in behind him. A rival
Party officials. But as a Party man

bourgeois headquarters had emerged. And as the
struggle developed, Khrushchev proved to be the
most brazen and unflinching champidn of the
bourgeois takeover.
By 1956, Khrushchev was able to win over a
majority of the Central Committee to his views. At
the 20th Party Congress in 1956, he launched his
vicious attack on Stalin, calling him ''a coward,
an idiot, and a dictator." This was designed to
accomplish two things: first and foremost, to sow
confusion in the ranks ef honest communists by
launching what was, in essence, an attack on the
dictatorship of the proletariat; and second, to

,

tions.

rr

These propoSals were f irst advanced
Voznesensky, but he was 'soon joined

by
by

Khrushchev who was already experimenting with
similar ideas in the Ukraine. Stalin opposed these
measures, but not enough information is available for us to explain why he was as yet incapable
of preventing their enactment. However, they
were initiated and smaller work tgams,
-theoften conprincipal
sisting' of single families, bdcame
. unit of collective labor. The countryside was
engulfed with private enterprise farming. T'he rich
peasants who-were still a considerable force and
continued to constitute a social base for
capitalist restoration, took advantage of the situation. During the war they had formed the main
Support for anti-Soviet, pro-Nazi puppet groups
'in the UkrSine. During the confusion of invasion
and counteqattack, they managed to grab additional private land.
With the exposure of Voznesensky, Stalin rer)oked these concessions to individualist tendencies ahd returned to his origina[- position.
' 'Khrushchev, Voznesensky's ally, was recalled to
Moscow, But his personal 'lmachine" i'n the
Ukraine was not.dismantled. And his Moscow appointment to the Central Committee, Secrelariat
in the long run only increased his power and influence in the Party. While continuing to hold to
his bourgeois views in private, he was at the
same time building up his oryn personal network
ol control. He was thus able to turn his dismrssal
from agricultural responsibilities to his adrlantage

by using a new post in the farty to .gain in-

fluence and prestige.
Khrushchev, then, was -in an advantageous
position. ln sympathres, outlook and style he was
linked closely with bourgeois forceq among the
bureaucrats, upper level managers, and corrupt

signal to his fellow capitalist roaders and his
bourgeois class base that the tide had turned
and it was safe to crawl out from the woodwork.
But this attack on Stalin also called forth op''
'position.. ln the spring 6f 1957, a showdown
came. V.M. Molotov and L. Kaganovich were able
to assemble a majority in the Politbureau against
Khrushihev. ln fact, the majority may have been
overwhelming. But Khrushchev, as ever a wily
fox, held a hidden card. This was the support of
the notoriously self-seeking and individualistic

.

Defense Minister, Marshal Zhukov. When Zhukov
apparently indicated that he would oppose the
Politbureau majority with armed force, the more
vacillating allies began to reach for a compromise. Soon Khrushchev, had the majority.
Molotov, Kaganpvich, Malenkov and Shepilov
were expelled as the bo-cal.led "anti-Party
group." Bulganin and Voroshilov were to follow
in the not. too distant future. As for Zhukov,
Khrushchev, seeing in him a future rival, dumped
him too.':
The fnembers of the "ar1ti-Party group" failed
to bring the struggle out of the Politbureau and
to the masses. While Stalin was alive, his rdcognized and well:merited prestige was a strong
weapon against-the revisionists; but the failure to
develop mass forms was telling indeed. We do
not know all the circumstances.which prevented
the proletarian forces from brihging the struggle
into the open, developing mass action. Nor are
we clear on elactly who did represent the proletarian line. Nonethe,less, it can be stated that
this failure was a major factor contributing to the
rev'isionist takeover.

Even so, many workerq could sense that
something was wrong. Several instances o{
workers spontaneously quitting work and demanding an gxplanation of the expulsions. have
been documented, most parlicularly a stoppage
at an electrical appliances plant in Kursk.:'r ln,
Georgia, Stalin's birth place, there were riots. ln
other areas workers openly insulted the new

leaders.

I

The seizure bf power in 1956-57 by

the
bourgeois headquarters led by Khrushchev n{arks
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the crucial turning point in the restoration pror
ceisb. lt was at this juncture that political power
passed out of the hands of the proletariat and into the hands of the bourgeoisie. The reestablishment of fully capitalist relations of production was now inevitable, for it is impossible
for a bourgeois political line to lead society in
any direction but that of capitalism, But first, of
course, socralism, built carefully for 40 years, had
to be destroyed. Thus began the third stage in
the restoration. This was the period of the wrecking of socialism which extended to the fall of
Khrushchev in 1964.

Of course, the f irst move in destroying
socialism was KhrushcheV's ideological attack on
tlie political basis of proletarian power, MarxismLeninis'm. This attack took three forms. First was
his vicious condemnation of Stalin. Basically this
was an attack on 30 years of working class rule.
ldiots don't guide the building ,of powerful industry from'scratch and cowards don't lead in
defeating Hitler. Nor would a tyrant have,rled the
poor peasants in collectivizing agriculture.
The second attack was the doctrine of the
three peacefuls: peaceful coexistence,' peaceful
competition, and peaceful transition to socialism.
According to Khrushchev, , the world had now
changed. The existence of nuclear, weapons
meant that everything had to happen without
violence, including and especially people's revolution. Lenin's principle of peacef ul coexistence between different social systems, adopted
as a correct tactic for socialist countries sur'rounded by a capitalist world, was now interpreted as the key to strategy in foreign policy.
lnstead of aiding and encouraging the world
revolutionary movembnt, the Soviet Union now
asked the revolutionary people of the world to sit
back and wait while the Soviet Union peacefully
competed with the U.S. ln this competition the
obvious economic and political superiority of the
Soviet system would somehow mystically ensure
that one day other people could also ,be free.
This bankrupt policy meant abandonment of the
struggle against imperialism, abandonnient of the
struggles for national liberation and socialism. lt
meant that Communist Parties around the world
would become reformist parties and that the Soviet Union, formerly the great rear base area of
the world revolution, would now be the great collaborator, and world riyal, of world irnperialism.
But the greatest of Khrushchev's self 'styled.
"creative developments of Marxism-Leninism"
was his theory of "the state of the whole people"
and "the Party of the whole people". Khrushchev
asserted that the dictatorship of the proletariat
wab no longer necessary in the Soviet Unign.
This goes counter to everything MarxismLeninism has summed up about the state. As
long as society remains divided into classes, the
state is an instrument for one olass to impdse its
will on all others rdnd to keep class warfare in
hand. Of course, as fong as there have been exploiting classes they have tried to cover this up

with a lot o,f junk about divine right of kings or
parliamentary democracy. Only the working class,
because it represents the majority of the people,
can come straight out and call its rule the Dictatorship of the Proldtariat. ln fact, the theory oi
"the state of the whole /eople" was a cover and
a giveaway for the fact that a bourgeois stratum,
a handful of capitaliSt roaders, had usurped
power from the working class.
Ortce this ideological offensive had been
mounted, Khrushchev was in position to launch
attacks on the very structure of socialist society.
And as an agriculture "expert", Khrushchev's
very first accomplishment was the complete
sabotage of collective agriculture. lt is not surprising that he Jocused his attack here-for, as
Lenin persistently noted, the worker-peasant alliance was in fact'the fundamental basis of proletarian rule in the USSR. And'this was the,most
vulnerable area since collectivized agriculture
represented a lower fornr (than state property) of
social ownership.
. Khrushchev set about destroying the collective
f arm system, which accounted f or most
agricultural. production. These collective farms
are a lower form of social property than state
farms. They involve,large numbers of farmers
who own and work farm lands cooperatively and
sell their products to the state. lt had always
been the aim of. the state to draw.these collectives closer to it, and'where possible tp replace
them with state farms. The chief mechanism used
in this was the state-owned Machine Tractor Station (MTS) network which. provided the use of upto-date agricultural machinery as well as offering
agronomic'and often political guidance to the
collective farms. ln Economic Problems of
Socla/ism, Stalin, specificdlly argued against any
attempts to break irp these stations, as proposed
by some of Voznesensky's followers.
But in 1957 Khrushchev decided to abolish this
important institution. He ordered the sale of all
MTS property to the gollectives at bargain basement prices. This, of course, aided the wealthier
colleciive farms at the exfiehse of the poorer

ones and destroyed the basis for aly lar'
r,eaching and equitable technological development. lt also cut loose the collectives from, the
control of central planning authorities; thus
strengthening the anarchic capitalist element of
the 'economy, and similarly increasing the inf luence of bourgeois experts and managers
within each collective.
Khrushchev denied that there was any d!fferenbe between collective and state farms. The

few state farms which existed before 1958
represented only the most advanced ,,units,
economically and politically, But with the
breakup of the MTS, Khrushchev decided that
thg weakest and most backward collectives,
those who could not afford to buy their own
machinery, would have to become state farms.

These state farms were reall! being put into a
position s!milar to that of a weltare recipient.
Unable to make it "on their own", they were put

on a kind of state dole utrder which they could
slowly but surely stagnate.
At the same time, Khrushchev encouraged the
development of wealthy 'collective farms and
within these collectives acted to strengthen the
position of the collective farm chairmen 'and
other offici,als. The result was, as Khrushchev
had planned, that people left the state farms for
the cities. Thus, the state farm system was un-

dermined and

'

the

spontaneous forces 'of

capitalism unleashed in the stronger and more developed collectives: Khrushchev's policy was really but a new variant on the "wager on the
strong" advocated by the tsarist Minister Stolypin
badk in 1908 and by the renegade'Bukharin in
the late 20s. Where Stolypin and Eukharin re,lied
on the few rich peasants to develop agriculture
at the expense of the mas$es of poor peasants,
Khrushchev sought to rely on a small number of
wealthy ccillective farms.
And,as if ithis were not enough, during the
years 1953-1959 rural capitalism received, a
further impetus by dlastic relaxation of restrictions on private plots, private livestock and of
work requirements in the collective fields. By
1966, according to the Soviet apologist Pomeroy,
private production on only 3o/" of cultivated land
accounted for 60% of potatoes, 40o/o of meat and
green vegetables, gSl"t" ot milk and tjgZ ot eggs. 3,

Having crippled socialist agriculture,
to central planning itself. ln

Khrushchev turned

one stroke he shut down the central planning
and'placed their responsibilities in the
' ministries
hands of more than a hundred scattered, but
equally bure-aucratic, regional ministries known
as economic counqils, This was, of course, all
don6 under the guise of anti-bureaucracy and
local control, but what happened was that local
self-interest dominated over careful, coordinated
planning, expertise over political direction. The
dobr was opened for the whole economy to b.e
"rescued" from this chaos by reintroduction of
that great "regulator": Profit.
But none of these attacks could have'been
successully carried through had Khrushchev and
Company not managed to capture and destroy
the Communist Party. Their expulsion of loyal
, proletarian leaders was merely a prelude to a
massive purge of honest communists at all lqvels.
Nearly 7trlo of the Central Committee members
elected at the 19th Congress in 1952 were out'by
the 22nd in 1961, while an additional 60% of
those eleoted in 1956 were gone by 1966. This
'reflected
an even greater puige at iower levels,
particularly in.the plants. For example, between
1963 and 1965, 100,000 were expelled, and over
62,800 were kicked out in 1966 alone!3'
At the same time, Khrushchev moved to open
the Party to people who did not represen.{ the advanced detachment of the proletariat, but instead
would be used as, a social base for socialism in
words, capitalist restoration in deeds.
Khrusl2chev's policy was the direct opposite 'of
Stalin who purged capitalist elements from the
. Party and led the, Party in recruiting staungh

of the
'representatives
Almost immediately af t<ir Stalinls death,
pro-letarrat.

Khrushchev moved to lift the restrictive recruitment policy which had been followed by the Party since the war. Between 1953 and 1965 Party
membership grew by over 70h, by .tar the
greatest increase in its history. '" Although this
massive enrollment campaign was in numerical,
terms directed mainly to the recruitment of
workers and peasants, its irrnplications, however,
were profoundly reactionary.

. rUnder Lenin and Stalin only the most advahced workers, those who had distinguished

themselves in thB class struggle and who showed
in practice'a grasp of the fundarnentals of Marx-

ism-Leninism, became Party rnembers. And ,due
managerial
work by the Party, a great percentage of Party

to the.supervision of technrcal and

ilitants-many of them ex-workers-were
in the Party and Government
bureaucracy. Stalin, in fact, spoke often of the
m

ernployed

drain this placed on the Party's resources.
Khrushchev, however, set out to destroy completely the system of separation between political
and technical authority developed by Lenin and
Stalin. Among administrators and Party leaders,
.

technical skill replaced political orientation as
the main criterion for membership, As.one close
observer of Par,ty recruitment patterns has noted,
there emerged "a marked trend in favor of. profess!gnally trained specialists antJ at the expense
of line officials and clerical staff. rz
Evidenee of thid trend abounds in Party
literature as well as in enrollment figures. The
years saw a coordinated campaign
. Khrushchev
to replace leading figures with new-type "ex
perts". lt was stipulated in some places thatr"on=

ly a Party member with a technician or
engineer's certificate can be elected.secretary of
a Party branch." 38 Elsewhere Pravda noted
favorabiy that ''more and more engineers and designers have becbme secretaries of Paity committees."3e Whereas in 1956 only 38.9% of all
"white collar" iecruits were technical specialists,
scientists,."engineers, educators or doctors, by
1967 58.5 per cent fell into this category.l0Such
statistics take on added signilicance when it is
nbted that, according to one estimate, among
every three engineers and techniciarts there is
one Party member, but only one among every 17
or 18 workers. rr
' ln other words, Khrushchev decided ,thht the
Party needed to be a Par.ty of practical-minded
experts. so he kicked out all the stalinist
"bureaucrats", "rabble-rousers". and propagandists. Where in the past the Party used to
supervise technical and ,managerial' work from
without, it was now called on to take on these
tasks itself, to abandon politics and develop expertise. ln doing this an'artificial division of functions was instituted at the local level between
"industrial" dnd "agricultural" responsibilities. 12
Cadres were overioaded with administrative and
technical chores. The Party was paralyzed at the
base and cut off from the masses. lt became a
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ied by and serving tec'hnocrats managers
and bureaucrats, a privileged stratum, an effective political ieprresentative of the bourgeoisie.
But gf course all this was carried out under the
guise of fighting bureaucracy. Here the incredsed
recruitmen{ of workers and peasants played an
tirrrporlaht role. The,main goal was to .disgulse
the change in political line under cover _ of
"furtler developing ties with the masses.'] But in
fact most of the new workers recruited'were
selected raiitn no regard for their pol.itical stanrj
and idaological development. This served to
flood the Party with ideologically unprepared
members at a crucial turnin$ point in its political
history.. As a result; centers of opposition could

, Pafty.
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be broken up, confused and demoralized and the
Party was transformed from a militant vanguard
aJ the . proletariht into an organizer for the
. bourgeoisie, relyinE not on winning people to -an
advanced political unQerstanding but on a combination of coercion and cooptation.
, . Moreover, of those workers recruited many entored on tne basis of technical f.romise. These
were almost immediately promoted to managerial
positions (for which Party member:ship had now
.t1., becorrc a -requirement) or were shipped off to
technieal institutes for further trainin!. ln addition, a s,ignificant perpentage of those recruited
as 'lworkers" were actually foremen. 13
On the aollective farms a dramatic change was
also eVident. Here thg percentage of Communist
Party nlembers "directly engaged in production"
incrdased lrom $6.71" in 1956 to 82.7./" by 1965,
although these-figures are so'mewhat distorted by
their failure to indicate the ratio of supervisory to
genuinely productive' pe,rsonnel. {i The thrust of
this policy, as elsewhere, was. anthing but pro, letarian, aBpearances to the contrary. The new
pattefh of recruitment revealed that the
had
.. flow ,chosen to abandon its positionParty
proof
' lelarian politica/ leader in the countryside. The new
Party:member$ were instead given the role of organizers of production under the leadership of
'capitalist-oriented collective farm chairmen* and
, bourgeois experts whg were at the time streaming
onto lfu farms from the recently dissolved MTS.
' (Moreon this later.)
s, Having fOb-becl the working'class'of its political
ianguard, Khrushchev set out to promate,'irade
, .unioni€m ameng the workers. One of the most
fundartrental principles of Marxism-Leninism is
th:it the proletariat cannot free itself from exploitation anq oppression without political or:
ganization, without a party of its own. Trade unions, primarily defensive orgahizations concerned
with the economiclstruggle, cannot .lead the
working class in the strirlgle for, its complete
emancipation sinee they do- not really challenge
1:

tfre furidamental distribution

of

power

und-er

rln 19*, 8@k al collective farm chairmen were CP members.
ln 1956 this had risen to 91% and to 94/o in 1959. By l9€5 atl
but a handful of collective farms were chaired by CP membeis. r'

'I

capitalism: they Iight,for higher wages, not for
of wage labor; for better working
conditions, not for the complete transformation
of the relations of production; and for a greater
political voice for the working class, not for the
dictbtorship of the proletariat. As Lenin put it
bluntly in What is to be Dane?, the, spontaneous
ideology of trade unionism is bourgeois ideologf.
That is why,:under the dictatorship of the proletariat, the Party, representing the overall interests of the proletariat, rnust continue to play
the leading role in guiding both the work'of running the economy and raising the political consciousness of the masres.
Under socialism trade unions continue to exist,
not on$ to defend the interests of the workers
against bureauoratic abuses, but in Lenin's
words, to serve as a "school of administration,
school of management, .and school of communism," which unites large numbers of workers
urider Party leadership. When the Soviet Union
was still a socialist country. the main efforts of
the trade unions concerned raising production.
Today the Chinese,have learned that trade unions can also be effective schools of MariismLeninism and. that their main task under
socialism must be the political education of the
working class.
Productibn is important, but as the Chinese put
.it,'this can only be carried out in a socialist yvay
under the slogan, 'lGrasp Revolution, Promote
'Production." ln the Soviet Union under socialism
" the negotiations of cbllective-contracts between
the enter:prise and the unio,n were not dfl €X:
ercise in bargaining, but a way of educating the
workers about the goals of the Plan and of
mob'ilizing them to fulfill it. Class struggle was
not absent, but it took very diffprent forms from
those typical of capitalist labor-management relathe -abolition

tions.

'

.

Since Khrushchev, the trade unions have beqn
called "upon to focus their attention on mole
traditional defensive functions: agitating for better working conditions, housing, etc. With the re,
organization of the Party and with the restructuring of the national economy along regional lines,
the 22nd Party Congress in 196't declared that
"the rights and functions of the trade unions in
the decision of all questions touching the living
interests'of the working people had significantly
widened."'rn' And the 1967 anniversary theses
declare that "the futher consolidation of the
trade unions and the enharicement of the role
they are playing in the life of Soviet society constitute , an important condition furthering the
building of communism." r1
What'this actually meant was that the political
horizon and field of action of the working people
had been significantly narrowed. The flood of
complaints about working conditions which
followed the "strengthening" of the trade unions
indicates the growing sense among the workers
that they were Ro longer basically in control of
the means of production and of the state-they

.

.

also indicate a total alienation from the Party.

Seeing

the

spontaneous struggle

o.f

the

workers against deteriorating conditions, the revisionists sought to channel and contain this
struggle within narrow economic bounds. Today
the trade unions serve to focus the attention of
wofkers on "the basic problems of production"
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